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Intro & Goal 

Our goal is to improve the Hotstar app & thus the user experience. The problem statement if 
addressed effectively can increase user engagement and thus increase company revenue. 
  
This PRD is split into 2 parts 
Part 1 is for context setting. We briefly look into the company, the user base, addressable 
opportunities and prioritize these opportunities. 
Part 2 focuses on the implementation of the chosen product. To directly go to part 2, click here 
 

Part 1 

Overview 

➔ Hotstar is the leading video on demand platform in India. Others include Netflix, Amazon 
Prime, SonyLIV, Voot, ZEE5, etc. 

➔ It is not a straightforward OTT platform like Netflix or Amazon Prime. It is a supplement 
to the popular "Star" TV network. Thus Hotstar stands in the middle ground of pure OTT 
platforms and tv streaming platforms like SonyLIV, Zee5, Voot.  

➔ Home to exclusive sports content and news shows. IPL on Hotstar is one of the biggest 
online streaming phenomena  

➔ Revenue comes from two models — AVOD (or Advertisement Video on Demand, 
pre-roll, mid-roll, post-roll, text ads, and more) which comprises free users, and SVOD 
(or Subscription Video on Demand) comprises paying subscribers. 

➔ Moving people across the funnel from freemium viewers to paid subscribers is of utmost 
importance to Hotstar. 

OTT video streaming platforms are a high-value business in India(and Asia) because: 

● A large number of young people 
● Availability of cheap smartphones and Data plans 
● A society that is growing comfortable using phones for just about everything 
● The aspirational tier 2&3 citizens coming online, seeking good content 
● Generally low aversion to ads & the resultant patience in watching them 

 



Content & User Breakdown  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Average User Psychology 
 
Onboarding:  
➔ “Can I login and discover good content even if I don’t know what to watch?” 
➔ “Same content is available on other apps, should I prefer Hotstar” 
➔ “Haven’t heard of any hit shows in Hotstar” 
➔ “Is Hotstar worth my money/time?”  

 
On paid plans 
➔ Why should I pay for the whole year or take Premium when I only watch IPL? I will take 

the cheapest plan when IPL season comes” 
➔ “Why am I shown excessive ads even after paying for VIP !!” 
➔  "I'm a big fan of foreign movies and TV shows but lately, Hotstar hasn't come up with 

any exciting international titles like GOT. If I want to see some regular stuff then I can 
work with their free version." 

➔ "If I get more features like more devices, my separate profile, and an affordable monthly 
plan, I would definitely think of buying Premium but not at the moment."  

 
In order for Hotstar to truly stand out & provide a strong user value proposition, it not only needs 
to differentiate but also has to make sure that the users are able to leverage the platform to its 
fullest extent. The opportunities below are uniquely positioned to achieve this goal while also 
offering a moat that only Hotstar would be able to leverage as it is a strong player for India.  

Opportunities 

 
1. Device sharing & Profiles 

➔ Currently, no device sharing for free or VIP tier. Only 2 devices for Premium. 
➔ No Profile creation. Major competitors provide this feature 

 



Who it affects?  
➔ All paid users 

Outcome 
➔ Personalization of content by user 
➔ Better ad, content targeting with deep data acquired 
➔ May have to balance paid revenue since accounts increase without paid plan increase  

 
2. Better Sports Engagement 

➔ Very low attention given to sports other than cricket (IPL) 
➔ Big-ticket sports events (IPL, Wimbledon, Premier League) are the biggest acquisition 

drivers for Hotstar. Users acquired by sports tend to leave as soon as the event is over, 
these users uninstall the app. 

➔ What to do after watching the match? Sports engagement currently limited to only live 
events 
 

Who it affects? 
➔ Sports viewers, the biggest demographic in Hotstar 

Outcome 
➔ Increased user retention in the sports segment 
➔ Can funnel users to other segments 
➔ Increased revenue 
➔ Sports content must not overpower other segments  

 
3. Targeting Kids  

➔ Currently limited offerings with same basic UI 
➔ Has not leveraged the “Disney Magic” 
➔ Opportunity to introduce learning content(as in the image from ZEE5) 

 
 



Who it affects? 
➔ Younger viewers and paid family users 

Outcome 
➔ Increased engagement by younger viewers 
➔ New user segment of young learners 
➔ Increased paid revenue 
➔ High Content Development Costs 

 

4. Social features 

➔ Currently, Social features limited to live sports 
➔ Allow users to create playlists by genre, favorite actors, mood, to watch with kids, etc. 
➔ Can share within the app & compare their taste with what their friends like 
➔ Allow group watching features like in Amazon 

Who it affects? 
➔ Movie, TV show viewers, mainly younger users 

Outcome 

➔ Increased user engagement 
➔ Increased content discovery and viewership 

 
 

5. Untapped potential - Shorts 

➔ Decreased attention span + Tiktok, Reels have contributed to the popularity of 
such content 

➔ Available in platforms like ZEE5, MXPlayer 
➔ Can allow in-app content to be used to create shorts 



 
 
Who it affects? 
➔ Created by a mostly younger demographic. Could be viewed by almost all. 

Outcome 
➔ Wider reach to content 
➔ Better retention 
➔ May affect platform quality 

 
6. Better exclusive content 
➔ No exclusive content to differentiate Hotstar in the Market and leverage trends like 

memes, PR, etc. 
➔ Need something like other platforms to have mindspace in users 

 
Who it affects? 
➔ Movie, Show viewers 

Outcome 
➔ User retention 



➔ Better PR, Social reach 
➔ High Content Development Costs 

 
7. Better search and discoverability 

➔ Home feed and search needs to improve 
➔ The search bar in particular is poorly designed 
➔ Competitors have far better UI to drive engagement 

 

 
Who it affects? 
➔ Casual viewers 

Outcome 
➔ User Engagement Increases 
➔ Low Impact on Subscriptions 

 
 



8. Games, but no gamification  

➔ Game section is unattractive and hidden 
➔ No real incentive to play 
➔ Potential for gamification of regular content  
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Who it affects? 
➔ Younger, casual users 

Outcome 
➔ User Engagement increases 
➔ User retention 
➔ High Content Development & Reward Costs 

 
 



Prioritization - Impact vs Effort

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Part 2 

Proposal 
A “Sports Centre” product to transform the sports experience in Hotstar. Have features to 
improve user engagement and retention. Make Hotstar the one-stop destination for sports for 
Indian users. Also, make sure this experience and features have a positive impact on other 
content available in the app.  
 

Why build it? 

➔ Sports is the biggest segment in Hotstar but also faces the highest churn 
➔ Retention rates are low because users have no incentive to use the app or pay for a 

subscription after a major sports event like IPL 
➔ Hotstar spends millions to acquire these users at scale and letting them go at the end of 

a one or two-month event is very expensive 
➔ Viewership for the IPL 2020 final ranged between 4to 6 million while the first match had 

a peak viewership of 8.7 million. More than 90% of them will not renew their subscription 
until the next IPL. If we can retain even 5% of these users, the increase in revenue will 
be around 15 crores(at Rs.400/year) 

➔ Currently focussed only on Cricket and to some extent Football. Other sports fans also 
must be acknowledged and can be retained. 

➔ Making users aware of other content also can improve platform engagement and 
revenue 

 

Main User Stories  

- As a sports fan, I would like to watch my favorite teams whenever they play 
- I would like to follow each accomplishment and stories of my teams 
- I want all the details of my teams in an easily accessible manner 
- I must be able to watch any of the games with my friends  
- It would be great to participate in any way with my favorite teams and players 
- It would be amazing to get some rewards during all this time spent  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Currently available Sports Features 

 

Non-personalized sports feed 
 

 

Watch IPL,ISL etc with 4 
friends. Can see and talk to 
each other. Also live chat 
feature 

 



 

Proposed Features with examples 

In addition to current Live features and Social Feed 

1. Personalized onboarding 

➔ A user clicking on the “Sports” tab for the first time must be presented with a 
personalization window. 

➔ Can choose favorite leagues, teams, tournaments, etc. (eg. from ESPN below) 

Emojis, live chat, pictures, 
duets during live matches(IPL) 
 

 



 

2. Personalized feed with scores, team standings, player ratings 

etc. 

➔ Sports Page shows live and upcoming matches of favorite teams, tournaments.  
➔ Can also show sports news snippets which inturn can take to Hotstar’s news tab 

for video news 

 
 

3. Team/player profiles  

➔ When a user clicks on a team/player, it goes to a profile section with game statistics, 
future games, wins, trophies etc. 

➔ Teams can engage with users through profiles by posting images, putting up polls etc.  
➔ Engagement in particular team/sports can be used to push the content to more users 



 

4. Engage in IPL auction, EPL, ISL transfers 

➔ Huge opportunity to drive engagement during IPL Auctions, Premier League, ISL 
transfers etc.  

➔ Allow users to create their dream team. If team matches final real-world team, reward 
user 

➔ Allow sharing of the created team to social media with Hotstar branding  
5. Team of the Year feature 

➔ Make your team of the year(eg from NBA)  
➔ Share your team to social media with Hotstar branding 
➔ Vote for “Hotstar Team of the Year” with other users  

 
 
 



6. Revamp YouTube with sports focussed channel 

➔ Current Youtube channel is entertainment focussed 
➔ Despite huge sports content, no source of it outside the app. So introduce “Hotstar 

Sports” youtube channel 
➔ If youtube is used to entice viewers with restricted sports content, it can funnel a large 

chunk to the app to view more. 

 

7. Watch to unlock 

➔ Feature to get sports users to sample entertainment content or vice versa 
➔ Allow unlocks to premium content in other segments as a reward for watching ‘N’ 

number of matches.(Designed Below) 
➔ Content must be personalized to make user watch more and thus guide them to the 

purchase funnel 

 
 
 
 



Flow 

 

 
 
 
 
 



Sports Centre Home Wireframe 

 

Goal & Metrics 

Success metrics 

➔ 10% YoY retention of sports page users after IPL 
➔ 20% YoY increase in conversion of free tier users to VIP  

Time Frame Goals Metrics 

Immediate 1. Attract high number of users to the sports page 
2. Provide “rewards” and “wins” for active 

engagement 
3. STR(Short term Retention) of users after a major 

sports events 

DAU of users in sports 
page, 
#Users retained after an 
event 

Ultimate 1. Become the ultimate online destination for sports in 
India 

2. Have a thriving community engaged sports fans 
3. Improve user engagement in the app as a whole 

using the sports page 

YoY growth in the Sports 
page users, 
#Paid user growth  
 



How do we educate customers about the product? 

● Onboarding flow for new users where they are taken through a guided tour 
● Different hooks in other types of content through which we can expose this feature to the 

user or remind about its existence. This includes “Watch to unlock”, Rewards and such 
features  

 

Risks 

Configurability  
This feature should be configurable based on 

- User IDs 
- Location 
- OS 
- Device  
- User segments 
- User Team/Player Choices  

Go to Market 

1. Engage/Recruit Teams & Players- make them feel part of the product’s success and 
design 

a. Ask for direct product feedback 
b. Create content pre-launch in collaboration with them 

2. Start Youtube Revamp early - ensure good reach through the channel to funnel users 
3. Have “Transfer Team”, “Team of Year” features offline first 

a. Conduct such features through social media pages to ensure familiarity and 
measure engagement 

Risk Impact What can we do to de-risk? 

Increased steps in onboarding can put off 
new casual sports viewers 

#NewUsers on 
boarded 
decreases 

Allow users to skip personalization  

Deeper engagement options like team profile 
pages go unused 

Platform 
engagement 
decreases 

Take new users through small tour if they 
selected personalization, Have push 
notifications to remind of engagement 
opportunities 

Users fatigue due to persistent engagement 
options or the recurring same type of options 

User  drop off 
due to fatigue 

Allow option to toggle on/off such 
engagement features, create variety in 
such features 



b. Funnel users to the app using such a campaign 

Future Ideas 

1. Save Favourite Moments 

➔ When watching a live game, allow the user to save a moment to favorites  
➔ Can increase engagement since user comes back to view it later  
2. Opportunity to Earn Tickets 
➔ Have in-app rewards aggregate to have rewards like tickets to sports events featured in 

Hotstar 

Minor Ease of Use Improvement suggestions: 

1. Screen lock for Video Player  
2. Toggle on/off live chat during matches 
3. Addressing poor video quality, even at full HD 
4. Allow Picture in Picture mode 

 


